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Superannuation Changes for 2017 and Beyond
The much talked about rule changes to our superannuation

3.

Personal deductible contribution changes

system will start from 1 July 2017. Below are only some

All individuals under the age of 75 will be eligible to

of the changes that we believe will have the largest impact

make personal contributions for which they can claim

on the majority of our clients. Please refer to our Fact Sheet

a tax deduction up to the CC cap.

on our website www.kabel.com.au for details of all changes
or contact us on (02) 8051 5900 if you are concerned

It is important to note that there is no change to the

about any aspect of the changes.

NCC cap for the 2016–17 financial year. Therefore, the

Contributions
1.

Reduction in the concessional contribution (CC)
cap
The deductible CC cap will reduce to $25,000 p.a.
for all individuals regardless of age. The cap will then
be indexed in line with the Average Weekly Ordinary

current cap of $180,000, or $540,000 under the bring
forward rule, continues to apply ONLY until the end
of the 2016–17 financial year.

Superannuation Taxation
•

changes.

Times Earnings index, in $2,500 increments. This

Earnings and gains from investments held in a

cap includes all employer contributions and salary

Transition to Retirement (TTR) pension will no

sacrifice.
2.

Transition to retirement income stream rule

longer be exempt and will be taxed at 15%. This

Reduction in the non-concessional contributions

change will apply to existing and new TTR income

(NCC) cap

streams irrespective of the commencement date.

NCC are made with your after-tax savings into

•

1.6 million transfer balance cap.

superannuation. The annual cap will be reduced from

From 1 July 2017 a new transfer balance cap will

$180,0000 to $100,000 for people with a total super

apply to limit the amount of benefits a client can

balance of less than $1.6m.

transfer from the accumulation phase to support

The bring forward rule, which allows clients to bring
forward two future years of NCC will be retained
for those under age 65. Therefore, to 30 June 2017
depending on individuals total superannuation
balance and utilising the bring forward rule, clients
have $540,000 available. After 30 June 2017 the
NCC will reduce to $300,000 in one year.
Restrictions on additional NCC contributions
Where a person’s total super balance is $1.6m or
more at 30 June of the previous financial year, their
NCC cap will be reduced to nil meaning they cannot
make any further NCC.
This means that the 2016–17 financial year would be the
last opportunity to make NCC if your superannuation
balance is over $1.6m.

www.kabel.com.au

retirement phase income streams. This reform
is designed to limit the amount of benefits a client
can transfer to the tax-free retirement phase.
This rule applies to all existing or new super pensions. If your
super pension balance is over $1.6m on 1st July 2017, then
you need to:
•

Transfer any excess above $1.6m to the
accumulation phase as super, or

•

Withdraw from your super pension.

Collaboration is Power
Take Action!

What to do before 1 July 2017
The Australian superannuation scheme is one
of the “tax advantages” available to Australian
residents. Therefore, the changes outlined are
today’s efforts by the Australian government
to expand the size of their tax collection net.
In essence, it’s harder to get money into the
Superannuation environment and they have put
a “roof ” or limit on what you can have in Pension
retirement income phase.
What does it mean for the average Australian?
It means this financial year to 30 June 2017 is the

Nothing is more powerful than truly sharing
The merger of Ginsburg Financial Services with Kabel
Financial Services opens up fresh opportunities to extend
our collaborative evaluations and services for the benefit of
our clients. Our promise is to ensure that our clients are well
looked after into the future. The entire Kabel team are always
available to assist clients with full financial planning objectives
including frequent and complex superannuation changes.
Contact us soon should you wish to take advantage of the
window of opportunity available until the end of June 2017.
For many years Chris and Yvonne Moyle have entrusted
us with all their planning needs. We are proud to have such
supportive clients.

BEST opportunity to make contributions before
things get tougher.
As the lump sum contribution amount to
Superannuation will be reduced on 30 June 2017,
if you were considering downsizing your home,
selling an investment property, or if you are due
to be in receipt of an inheritance soon, consider
the benefits of putting this lump sum into super.
Before you do, please contact your adviser to
discuss if this strategy is right for you.
When the limits were more generous, you could
wait until your mid 50’s to create a plan for your
retirement, but with these tougher rules the
average Australian should begin mapping their

In their words; “Thanks Jossel for merging with Kabel,
which simply reinforces our confidence in your considerate
and professional service enjoyed over most of our working
life, the significant benefits of which, as we relentlessly grow
older, we now increasingly appreciate. The wisdom of your

retirement funding much earlier.

succession planning with Kabel and the already apparent

The answer will be different for everyone, and

now into full retirement. We certainly do confidently

that is why it is important to create and follow
a financial plan. A good financial plan ensures you
are utilising any, and all available opportunities and
benefits that will help minimise your tax exposure,
not just in the years approaching retirement, but
also throughout your retirement.

advantages, has been of great comfort to us moving forward
continue to suggest to our family, friends and colleagues,
that they take advantage sooner rather than later, of the
services of the now even stronger Ginsburg/Kabel team”.
We share our experiences to assist our clients.

Jossel Ginsburg.
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What’s Happening at Kabel?

Kabel travel highlights
Marion travels to Uluru

“I highly recommend a trip to Uluru and Kings Canyon. Bring your walking
shoes and prepare to be blown away by the incredible, and untouched
beauty of the canyons and Ayers rock.” (pictured below)

Editor’s Apologies: In our last Newsletter,
in Irene’s article about the change from Lifestyle
to Kabel, Irene said that Lifestyle Financial
Services was formed in January 1996,
when in fact Lifestyle Financial Services
commenced trading in July 1994, before Kay
Financial Services merged into Lifestyle.
Irene also stated that ‘both Irene and Gareth
were “start-up-one-man band” operations
when they joined their businesses together’.
In fact, before joining forces Irene and Gareth
both ran their own companies, Kay Financial
Services and Lifestyle Financial Services.
Each company employed a number of
support staff.
Please refer to our newly launched Kabel
Website to read the History Page for
clarification.

A local tip for
summer in Sydney
During this extremely hot and long
summer we have been enjoying this
delicious Salsa Verde recipe from our
lovely client Heather. It’s too good not
to share for your next BBQ gathering.
Ingredients & Method:

Do you have any
puzzles, books
or CD’s that you
could donate to a
good cause?
Lifeline provides a great service in
helping people that suffer from mental
illness, and all charities survive due
to the hard work that the volunteers
put in and also the donations made
to the organization. To help raise
funds for this valuable service, Lifeline
Northern Beaches holds several Book
Fairs every year selling near new Books,
Audio Books, DVDs, CDs, Vinyl
Records, Puzzles and Games, all at very
reasonable prices.
What can you do to help? Do you have
any Books, Audio Books, DVDs, CDs,
Vinyl Records, Puzzles and Games you
no longer use or need? If you do, bring

these into the Kabel office next time
you come in for a review and we’ll
pass these onto Lifeline for the next
book fair. Please note, unfortunately
encyclopedias, Readers Digest
condensed books, magazines and
books in poor condition cannot
be accepted.
If you like doing puzzles, Lifeline
is always looking for volunteers to
put puzzles together before the sale
to ensure all donated boxes contain
a complete set of pieces. This is
something you can help with at
home. If interested, please ring the
Kabel office and we’ll connect you
with Lifeline.
If you would like more information
on Lifeline or the book fairs please
go to:

http://www.lifelinenb.org.au/shop/
book-fairs/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup flat-leaf parsley leaves
1 cup basil leaves
1 garlic clove, chopped
2 teaspoons capers, drained
1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil
1 lemon, juiced
Sea Salt

Place parsley, basil, garlic and capers
in a food processor. Process until finely
chopped.
With the motor running, add oil and 2
tablespoons lemon juice to parsley mixture.
Process until well combined. Season with
sea salt & pepper. Stand for 10 minutes.
Serve with barbecued lamb or fish.

